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The Death And Life Of Great American Cities
FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE CARTEL. When Tim Kearney, a small-time criminal, slits the throat of a Hell's
Angel and draws a life sentence in a prison full of gang members, he knows he’s pretty much a dead man. That’s until the DEA
makes Kearney an offer: impersonate the late, legendary dope smuggler Bobby Z so that the agency can trade him for one of their
own, who was captured by a Mexican drug kingpin. Knowing his chances of survival are a little better than in prison, Kearney
accepts, and he winds up in the middle of a desert at the notorious drug lord’s lavish compound. To his surprise he meets Bobby
Z's old flame, Elizabeth, and her son. At first, it’s a short vacation by the pool, but when things turn bloody, the three of them begin
the most desperate flight of their lives, with drug lords, bikers, Indians, and cops furiously chasing after them. Whether he pulls it
off, whether he can keep the kid and the girl and his life, makes this compelling novel a hilarious, fast-paced thriller about a con
caught in a devil’s bargain.
This book addresses what is perhaps the most salient issue in American politics today: the decline of the middle class. It is this
single issue that drove the outlier presidential candidates Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump to national prominence, and
undergirded the electoral victory of Donald Trump. While there are other longer studies exploring in detail the structural forces,
most prominently the loss of manufacturing in the US, that have caused the contraction of the middle class, none offer in shorter
form practical policy solutions directly geared towards practitioners in government and the private sector. This work focuses
specifically on combining both an academic analysis of the subject combined with detailed policy recommendations. These
recommendations are designed to be implemented; they take into account the latest set of real world political variables such as
actual current legislative and institutional agendas currently in play on the federal and local levels.
In Japan, "hibakusha" means "the people affected by the explosion--specifically, the explosion of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima in
1945. In this classic study, winner of the 1969 National Book Award in Science, Lifton studies the psychological effects of the
bomb on 90,000 survivors. He sees this analysis as providing a last chance to understand--and be motivated to avoid--nuclear
war. This compassionate treatment is a significant contribution to the atomic age.
For fans of the worldwide phenomenon Twilight comes a bold reimagining of Stephenie Meyer's novel, telling the classic love story
but in a world where the characters' genders are reversed. There are two sides to every story . . . You know Bella and Edward,
now get to know Beau and Edythe. When Beaufort Swan moves to the gloomy town of Forks and meets the mysterious, alluring
Edythe Cullen, his life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn. With her porcelain skin, golden eyes, mesmerizing voice, and
supernatural gifts, Edythe is both irresistible and enigmatic. What Beau doesn't realize is the closer he gets to her, the more he is
putting himself and those around him at risk. And, it might be too late to turn back . . . With a foreword and afterword by Stephenie
Meyer, this compelling reimagining of the iconic love story is a must-read for Twilight fans everywhere. The series has been
praised as New York Times and USA Today bestsellers, a Time magazine Best Young Adult Book of All Time, an NPR Best Ever
Teen Novel, and a New York Times Editor's Choice. Enrapturing millions of readers since its first publication, Twilight has become
a modern classic, leaving readers yearning for more. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to
the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the
vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A
literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Ghosts are speaking to Alex, but can he bring them justice? Alex is a troubled teen with a checkered past, a broken home, and a
surprising ability: psychometry. When he touches items murder victims held in their final moments, he relives the events in
gruesome detail. But who will believe a troubled teen, especially when murders implicate the town's founding family? If you like
amazing supernatural stories that are intense, powerful, and fraught with emotion, then you'll love Weston Kincade's suspenseful
coming-of-age trilogy, A Life of Death. Ghosts are speaking, and they want answers. Heed the call. Buy A Life of Death.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The funny, sad, super-honest, all-true story of Chelsea Handler’s year of selfdiscovery—featuring a nerdily brilliant psychiatrist, a shaman, four Chow Chows, some well-placed security cameras, various family
members (living and departed), friends, assistants, and a lot of edibles A SKIMM READS PICK • “This will be one of your favorite
books of all time.”—Amy Schumer In a haze of vape smoke on a rare windy night in L.A. in the fall of 2016, Chelsea Handler
daydreams about what life will be like with a woman in the White House. And then Donald Trump happens. In a torpor of despair,
she decides that she’s had enough of the privileged bubble she’s lived in—a bubble within a bubble—and that it’s time to make
some changes, both in her personal life and in the world at large. At home, she embarks on a year of self-sufficiency—learning how
to work the remote, how to pick up dog shit, where to find the toaster. She meets her match in an earnest, brainy psychiatrist and
enters into therapy, prepared to do the heavy lifting required to look within and make sense of a childhood marked by love and loss
and to figure out why people are afraid of her. She becomes politically active—finding her voice as an advocate for change, having
difficult conversations, and energizing her base. In the process, she develops a healthy fixation on Special Counsel Robert Mueller
and, through unflinching self-reflection and psychological excavation, unearths some glittering truths that light up the road ahead.
Thrillingly honest, insightful, and deeply, darkly funny, Chelsea Handler’s memoir keeps readers laughing, even as it inspires us to
look within and ask ourselves what really matters in our own lives. Praise for Life Will Be the Death of Me “You thought you knew
Chelsea Handler—and she thought she knew herself—but in her new book, she discovers that true progress lies in the direction we
haven’t been.”—Gloria Steinem “I always wondered what it would be like to watch Chelsea Handler in session with her therapist.
Now I know.”—Ellen DeGeneres “I love this book not just because it made me laugh or because I learned that I feel the same way
about certain people in politics as Chelsea does. I love this book because I feel like I finally really got to know Chelsea Handler
after all these years. Thank you for sharing, Chelsea!”—Tiffany Haddish
For more than a century, the term "Main Street" has conjured up nostalgic images of American small-town life. Representations
exist all around us, from fiction and film to the architecture of shopping malls and Disneyland. All the while, the nation has become
increasingly diverse, exposing tensions within this ideal. In The Death and Life of Main Street, Miles Orvell wrestles with the mythic
allure of the small town in all its forms, illustrating how Americans continue to reinscribe these images on real places in order to
forge consensus about inclusion and civic identity, especially in times of crisis. Orvell underscores the fact that Main Street was
never what it seemed; it has always been much more complex than it appears, as he shows in his discussions of figures like
Sinclair Lewis, Willa Cather, Frank Capra, Thornton Wilder, Margaret Bourke-White, and Walker Evans. He argues that translating
the overly tidy cultural metaphor into real spaces--as has been done in recent decades, especially in the new urbanist planned
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communities of Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk and Andres Duany--actually diminishes the communitarian ideals at the center of this
nostalgic construct. Orvell investigates the way these tensions play out in a variety of cultural realms and explores the rise of
literary and artistic traditions that deliberately challenge the tropes and assumptions of small-town ideology and life.
Located in Washington, D. C., the Anacostia River is a poster child for America's tragically neglected, abused urban waterways.
There are compelling ethical grounds for remedying this river's environmental problems, for the Anacostia in our time
demonstrates that environmental burdens like pollution and resource depletion are not shared equally. Wennersten's book offers a
corrective to the uncritical assumptions of growth for its own sake, and development at the cost of our waters, our natural
resources, and the health of our citizenry.
Anyone who has ever stood on the shores of Monterey Bay, watching the rolling ocean waves and frolicking otters, knows it is a
unique place. But even residents on this idyllic California coast may not realize its full history. Monterey began as a natural
paradise, but became the poster child for industrial devastation in John Steinbeck’s Cannery Row,and is now one of the most
celebrated shorelines in the world. It is a remarkable story of life, death, and revival—told here for the first time in all its stunning
color and bleak grays. The Death and Life of Monterey Bay begins in the eighteenth century when Spanish and French explorers
encountered a rocky shoreline brimming with life—raucous sea birds, abundant sea otters, barking sea lions, halibut the size of
wagon wheels,waters thick with whales. A century and a half later, many of the sea creatures had disappeared, replaced by
sardine canneries that sickened residents with their stench but kept the money flowing. When the fish ran out and the climate
turned,the factories emptied and the community crumbled. But today,both Monterey’s economy and wildlife are resplendent. How
did it happen? The answer is deceptively simple: through the extraordinary acts of ordinary people. The Death and Life of
Monterey Bay is the biography of a place, but also of the residents who reclaimed it. Monterey is thriving because of an eccentric
mayor who wasn’t afraid to use pistols, axes, or the force of law to protect her coasts. It is because of fishermen who love their
livelihood, scientists who are fascinated by the sea’s mysteries, and philanthropists and community leaders willing to invest in a
world-class aquarium. The shores of Monterey Bay revived because of human passion—passion that enlivens every page of this
hopeful book.
New York Times Bestseller Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner of the J. Anthony Lukas Award "Nimbly splices
together history, science, reporting and personal experiences into a taut and cautiously hopeful narrative.… Egan’s book is
bursting with life (and yes, death)." —Robert Moor, New York Times Book Review The Great Lakes—Erie, Huron, Michigan, Ontario,
and Superior—hold 20 percent of the world’s supply of surface fresh water and provide sustenance, work, and recreation for tens
of millions of Americans. But they are under threat as never before, and their problems are spreading across the continent. The
Death and Life of the Great Lakes is prize-winning reporter Dan Egan’s compulsively readable portrait of an ecological
catastrophe happening right before our eyes, blending the epic story of the lakes with an examination of the perils they face and
the ways we can restore and preserve them for generations to come.
Twenty-five languages die each year; at this pace, half the world’s five thousand languages will disappear within the next century.
In this timely book, Claude Hagège seeks to make clear the magnitude of the cultural loss represented by the crisis of language
death. By focusing on the relationship of language to culture and the world of ideas, Hagège shows how languages are
themselves crucial repositories of culture; the traditions, proverbs, and knowledge of our ancestors reside in the language we use.
His wide-ranging examination covers all continents and language families to uncover not only how languages die, but also how
they can be revitalized—for example in the remarkable case of Hebrew. In a striking metaphor, Hagège likens languages to
bonfires of social behavior that leave behind sparks even after they die; from these sparks languages can be rekindled and made
to live again.
When Officer Andy Myers met Loraine Phillips, he had no interest in her son. And he certainly never dreamed he'd respond to a
call, finding that same boy in a pool of blood. Even more alarming was the father standing watch over his son's body. Myers had
never seen a man respond to death-particularly the death of a child-in such a way. When the father is charged with murder and
sentenced to death, he chooses not to fight but embrace it as God's will. Myers becomes consumed with curiosity for these
strange beliefs. What follows is the story of the bond these two men share as they come to terms with the tragedy and the difficult
choices each one must make.
Thirty years after its publication, The Death and Life of Great American Cities was described by The New York Times as "perhaps
the most influential single work in the history of town planning....[It] can also be seen in a much larger context. It is first of all a work
of literature; the descriptions of street life as a kind of ballet and the bitingly satiric account of traditional planning theory can still be
read for pleasure even by those who long ago absorbed and appropriated the book's arguments." Jane Jacobs, an editor and
writer on architecture in New York City in the early sixties, argued that urban diversity and vitality were being destroyed by
powerful architects and city planners. Rigorous, sane, and delightfully epigrammatic, Jacobs's small masterpiece is a blueprint for
the humanistic management of cities. It is sensible, knowledgeable, readable, indispensable. The author has written a new
foreword for this Modern Library edition.
"Prospects for Immortality: A Sensible Search for Life After Death" theorizes how matters concerning the birth of the universe, its
ultimate fate, and the creation, evolution, and final destiny of life on earth co-exist with regenerated consciousness. Readers of this
volume will be prompted to think about the basic concepts of life, death, and consciousness in a unique way. Written in a style that
entertains and informs, author J. Robert Adams speculates on how the transfer of memory and consciousness into the hereafter
occurs in conjunction with the physical, chemical, and historical facts already established by science.
What makes a film “work,” so that audiences come away from the viewing experience refreshed and even transformed in the way
they understand themselves and the world around them? In The Death and Life of Drama, veteran screenwriter and screenwriting
teacher Lance Lee tackles this question in a series of personal essays that thoroughly analyze drama's role in our society, as well
as the elements that structure all drama, from the plays of ancient Athens to today's most popular movies. Using examples from
well-known classical era and recent films, Lee investigates how writers handle dramatic elements such as time, emotion, morality,
and character growth to demonstrate why some films work while others do not. He seeks to define precisely what “action” is and
how the writer and the viewer understand dramatic reality. He looks at various kinds of time in drama, explores dramatic context
from Athens to the present, and examines the concept of comedy. Lee also proposes a novel “five act” structure for drama that
takes account of the characters' past and future outside the “beginning, middle, and end” of the story. Deftly balancing
philosophical issues and practical concerns, The Death and Life of Drama offers a rich understanding of the principles of
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successful dramatic writing for screenwriters and indeed everyone who enjoys movies and wants to know why some films have
such enduring appeal for so many people.
25th Anniversary Edition Over 3 Million Copies Sold 'I couldn't give this book a higher recommendation' BILLY CONNOLLY Written
by the Buddhist meditation master and popular international speaker Sogyal Rinpoche, this highly acclaimed book clarifies the
majestic vision of life and death that underlies the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. It includes not only a lucid, inspiring and complete
introduction to the practice of meditation, but also advice on how to care for the dying with love and compassion, and how to bring
them help of a spiritual kind. But there is much more besides in this classic work, which was written to inspire all who read it to
begin the journey to enlightenment and so become 'servants of peace'.
Discusses how school choice, misapplied standards of accountability, the No Child Left Behind mandate, and the use of a
corporate model have all led to a decline in public education and presents arguments for a return to strong neighborhood schools
and quality teaching.
The author looks back on Plath's life in an attempt to offer an objective account of why she killed herself.
What is the meaning of life? In the post-modern, post-religious scientific world, this question is becoming a preoccupation. But it
also has a long history: many major figures in philosophy had something to say on the subject, as Julian Young so vividly
illustrates in this thought-provoking book. Part One of the book presents an historical overview of philosophers from Plato to Hegel
and Marx who have believed in some sort of meaning of life, either in some supposed 'other' world or in the future of this world.
Part Two looks at what happened when the traditional structures that provided life with meaning ceased to be believed. With
nothing to take their place, these structures gave way to the threat of nihilism, to the appearance that life is meaningless. Julian
Young looks at the responses to this threat in the work of Nietzsche, Heidegger, Sartre, Camus, Foucault and Derrida. This
compelling and highly engaging exploration of fundamental values will captivate anyone who's ever asked themselves where life's
meaning (if there is one) really lies. It also makes a perfect historical introduction to philosophy.
Syd was living a heavenly life in tropical paradise with his perfect partner. In the blink of an eye he was a skeleton in cold rainy
Blackpool screaming in agony with terminal cancer. His wife had dumped him. He was alone with his two young children, with Just
6 months to live. An inspirational, dark, gripping, strange hilarious true story.
It is a classical anthropological paradox that symbols of rebirth and fertility are frequently found in funerary rituals throughout the
world. The original essays collected here re-examine this phenomenon through insights from China, India, New Guinea, Latin
America, and Africa. The contributors, each a specialist in one of these areas, have worked in close collaboration to produce a
genuinely innovative theoretical approach to the study of the symbolism surrounding death, an outline of which is provided in an
important introduction by the editors. The major concern of the volume is the way in which funerary rituals dramatically transform
the image of life as a dialectic flux involving exchange and transaction, marriage and procreation, into an image of a still,
transcendental order in which oppositions such as those between self and other, wife-giver and wife-taker, Brahmin and
untouchable, birth and therefore death have been abolished. This transformation often involves a general devaluation of biology,
and, particularly, of sexuality, which is contrasted with a more spiritual and controlled source of life. The role of women, who are
frequently associated with biological processes, mourning and death pollution, is often predominant in funerary rituals, and in
examining this book makes a further contribution to the understanding of the symbolism of gender. The death rituals and the
symbolism of rebirth are also analysed in the context of the political processes of the different societies considered, and it is
argued that social order and political organisation may be legitimated through an exploitation of the emotions and biology.
The Death and Life of Charlie St. Cloud tells the haunting story of a young man who narrowly survives a terrible car wreck that kills
his little brother. Years later, the brothers’ bond remains so strong that it transcends the normal boundaries separating life and
death. Charlie St. Cloud lives in a snug New England fishing village. By day he tends the lawns and monuments of the ancient
cemetery where his younger brother, Sam, is buried. Graced with an extraordinary gift after surviving the accident, he can still see,
talk, and even play catch with Sam’s spirit. But townsfolk whisper that Charlie has never recovered from his loss. Into his carefully
ordered life comes Tess Carroll, a captivating, adventuresome woman training for a solo sailing trip around the globe. Fate steers
her boat into a treacherous storm that blows her back to harbor, to a charged encounter with Charlie, and to a surprise more
overwhelming than the violent sea itself. Charlie and Tess discover a beautiful and uncommon connection that leads to a race
against time and a desperate choice between death and life, between the past and the future, between holding on and letting go.
Luminous, soulful, and filled with unforgettable characters, The Death and Life of Charlie St. Cloud is one of those rare, wise
books that reveal the mysteries of the unseen world around us, gently transforming the worst pain of loss into hope, healing, and
even laughter. Suspenseful and deeply moving, its startling climax reminds us that sometimes tragedies can bring about miracles
if we simply open our hearts.
The decline of the American union movement—and how it can revive, by a leading analyst of labor Union membership in the United
States has fallen below 11 percent, the lowest rate since before the New Deal. Labor activist and scholar of the American labor
movement Stanley Aronowitz argues that the movement as we have known it for the last 100 years is effectively dead. And he
explains how this death has been a long time coming—the organizing and political principles adopted by US unions at mid-century
have taken a terrible toll. In the 1950s, Aronowitz was a factory metalworker. In the ’50s and ’60s, he directed organizing with the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers and the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers. In 1963, he coordinated the labor participation for the
March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom. Ten years later, the publication of his book False Promises: The Shaping of
American Working Class Consciousness was a landmark in the study of the US working-class and workers’ movements.
Aronowitz draws on this long personal history, reflecting on his continuing involvement in labor organizing, with groups such as the
Professional Staff Congress of the City University. He brings a historian’s understanding of American workers’ struggles in taking
the long view of the labor movement. Then, in a survey of current initiatives, strikes, organizations, and allies, Aronowitz analyzes
the possibilities of labor’s rebirth, and sets out a program for a new, broad, radical workers’ movement.
"The story follows Zebulon Finch, a teenager murdered in 1896 Chicago who inexplicably returns from the dead and searches for
redemption through the ages"-What happens when an undocumented teen mother takes on the U.S. immigration system? When Aida Hernandez was born in
1987 in Agua Prieta, Mexico, the nearby U.S. border was little more than a worn-down fence. Eight years later, Aida’s mother took
her and her siblings to live in Douglas, Arizona. By then, the border had become one of the most heavily policed sites in America.
Undocumented, Aida fought to make her way. She learned English, watched Friends, and, after having a baby at sixteen, dreamed
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of teaching dance and moving with her son to New York City. But life had other plans. Following a misstep that led to her
deportation, Aida found herself in a Mexican city marked by violence, in a country that was not hers. To get back to the United
States and reunite with her son, she embarked on a harrowing journey. The daughter of a rebel hero from the mountains of
Chihuahua, Aida has a genius for survival—but returning to the United States was just the beginning of her quest. Taking us into
detention centers, immigration courts, and the inner lives of Aida and other daring characters, The Death and Life of Aida
Hernandez reveals the human consequences of militarizing what was once a more forgiving border. With emotional force and
narrative suspense, Aaron Bobrow-Strain brings us into the heart of a violently unequal America. He also shows us that the heroes
of our current immigration wars are less likely to be perfect paragons of virtue than complex, flawed human beings who deserve
justice and empathy all the same.
The heart of the book is a long chapter and appendix expounding the brilliance of Aristotle on language, the soul, and mind. This
updating of him, much broader than the conventional, stereotyped, view, can be incorporated into modern science." "The Death
and Life of Philosophy not only presents the great thinkers of the past in a new light, but also satirizes the philosophy professors of
today, putting their work and even their aims into perspective in a readable and engaging manner."--BOOK JACKET.
This is the story of my death and life, in which fiction and that lesser truth, history, from time to time form a seamless whole.
Speaking is the hero of Stephen Marlowe's brilliant new novel. He is Don Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra: son of a barber-surgeon
(always on the run from the bill collector), grandson of a converso(a Jew who chose Christianity over the flames of the Spanish
Inquisition), adorer of his own sister (who may not have been his sister after all), brother of one of the most famous spies in
recorded history (though the records have mysteriously vanished), prisoner in an Algerian dungeon (following capture by Barbary
Pirates), friend to a Faustian eunuch astrologer named Cide Hamete Benegeli (whose missing private parts are miraculously
regenerating), and, of course, creator of the most celebrated of all fictional historical novels--The Adventures of Don Quixote de la
Mancha. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of
books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance,
erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde,
Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
In this book the author of On Having No Head investigates the most poignant problem our life poses - what lies at the end of it. He
asks us to check four things. First, that to discover whether we are perishable, we must first discover what we are. Second, that
outsiders are in no position to tell us this: they can only tell us what we look like at a distance. Third, that what we are is obvious as
soon as we dare to look. And fourth, that we turn out to be in all respects the opposite of what we had been told. This revolutionary
conclusion is arrived at by doing the nine "tests for Immortality" that form the backbone of the book. Then, our identity and
immortality having been firmly established, we apply this knowledge to the fact of ageing and of dying itself, thus realizing their
infinite potential for joy. Finally, the book explores in detail the true resurrection life - life lived in a Heaven which is none other than
this earthly scene perceived as it is. 'The "open secret" is no longer secret. Douglas Harding's Little Book of Life nd Death makes
the insights of the sages accessible to all. Courageous, personal and inspiring, this book asks the most difficult questions about life
and death, and to our - and apparently even the author's - amazemnt, answers them. Like Harding's classic book On Having No
Head, this work is written in a down-home, heartfelt syle. Read this book. Do the "experiments" which are Harding's unique and
powerful contribution to what might be called the technology of enlightenment. Get ready to die, and to live anew.' Rober W. Fuller.
Former president, Oberlin College. 'The literature on dying will never be the same again.' Ram Dass

A year-long journey by the renowned psychiatrist and his writer wife after her terminal diagnosis, as they reflect on how to
love and live without regret. Internationally acclaimed psychiatrist and author Irvin Yalom devoted his career to
counseling those suffering from anxiety and grief. But never had he faced the need to counsel himself until his wife,
esteemed feminist author Marilyn Yalom, was diagnosed with cancer. In A Matter of Death and Life, Marilyn and Irv share
how they took on profound new struggles: Marilyn to die a good death, Irv to live on without her. In alternating accounts
of their last months together and Irv's first months alone, they offer us a rare window into facing mortality and coping with
the loss of one's beloved. The Yaloms had numerous blessings—a loving family, a Palo Alto home under a magnificent
valley oak, a large circle of friends, avid readers around the world, and a long, fulfilling marriage—but they faced death as
we all do. With the wisdom of those who have thought deeply, and the familiar warmth of teenage sweethearts who've
grown up together, they investigate universal questions of intimacy, love, and grief. Informed by two lifetimes of
experience, A Matter of Death and Life is an openhearted offering to anyone seeking support, solace, and a meaningful
life.
Dolores has accumulated information about the Death experience and what lies beyond through 16 years of hypnotic
research and past-life therapy. While retrieving past-life experiences, hundreds of subjects reported the same memories
when experiencing their death, the spirit realm, and their rebirth.This book also explores: * Guides and guardian angels*
Ghosts and poltergeists* Planning your present lifetime and karmic relationships before your birth* The significance of
bad lifetimes* Perceptions of God and the Devil* And much more
A new story featuring the legendary modern-day ninja, from a #1 New York Times–bestselling author. This was to be one
of the greatest nights of Nicholas Linnear’s life—a crowning achievement. After taking over his family’s company and
quadrupling its size, he has gambled it all on a liquid natural gas trade with the Chinese, a deal worth untold billions. Is
that why he just woke up in a pinewood coffin? In honor of the ebook publication of the original Nicholas Linnear
novels—The Ninja, The Miko, and White Ninja—Eric Van Lustbader returns to the series for a new heart-stopping
adventure. Drugged to the brink of death, Linnear reemerges in a desperate attempt to save his business and find the
people who tried to bury him alive. No time has passed for Nicholas Linnear. The Ninja is as deadly as ever, and his
blade is just as sharp.
#1 Amazon Bestseller!Dreams of death. Small-town secrets. High school is the least of his worries... Virginia, 1995.
Alex's only comfort is at his father's grave. Battling school bullies and a dangerously abusive drunken stepdad, the
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troubled teen thinks life can't get any worse. But when he casually drags his fingers across a wrought-iron fence, he's
overwhelmed by a terrifying image of murder... Convinced he must act on his otherworldly knowledge, Alex searches his
small town for proof of the violent crime. But as his visions grow stronger, the terrible truths he uncovers threaten the
lives of his entire stepfamily. Can Alex get justice for the dead before he ends up six feet under? A Life of Death: Books
1-3 includes all three books in this supernatural mystery trilogy. If you like amazing supernatural stories that are intense,
powerful, and fraught with emotion, then you'll love Weston Kincade's suspenseful coming-of-age trilogy, A Life of Death.
Buy the box set to watch a troubled high school underdog rise up to become an unorthodox psychic homicide detective.
Golden Bulls, Book 2 Ritual Sacrifice. Terror. Panic. In a fear-filled town, will ghostly visions be enough to stop a serial
killer? After fifteen years of ritual murder, Homicide Detective Alex Drummond must save this year's sacrificial lamb. But
who is it? The serial killer's anointed date is only days away. An anonymous tip forces Alex and a high school friend to
Washington DC to prove the suspect's guilt, but nothing is as it seems. Unsolved murders abound like cobwebs under
abandoned guest beds. Is Alex in over his head? Time, beliefs, and supernatural abilities collide in Weston Kincade's
thrilling sequel in the A Life of Death trilogy. In the end, the stakes couldn't be higher... or more personal. Enjoy it today.
Sacrifices, Book 3 Alex's ghostly visions can save lives. But can they stop a drug czar from disrupting the peace and
harmony of Tranquil Heights? For Alex Drummond trouble doesn't come knocking, it kicks down the door and raids the
refrigerator. War is brewing between moonshiners and a murderous drug kingpin. Cremated human remains are
appearing everywhere. And now Alex's family is in the middle of it all. To make matters worse, his son's powers rival his
own... as does his stubborn nature. Choices will be made. Laws will be broken. And morality will be questioned. Will
Alex's family survive the bloodshed? Psychometric powers combine in this thrilling battle for survival in Weston Kincade's
final book in the A Life of Death trilogy. The future of Alex's hometown is at stake... but sacrifices must be made. Read A
Life of Death today! What others are saying about the Life of Death trilogy: "Honestly, this book was amazing... It grabs
you by the heart and won't let you go." Stormi, Boundless Book Reviews "Full of emotion and angst, and some wonderful
imagery, you will feel this story as you read it." Mark Matthews, author of Milk-Blood "Character driven and suspenseful,
this is a paranormal mystery novel with heart." Bracken MacLeod, author of Mountain Home and Stranded "A great YA
story!" John F.D. Taff, author of Little Deaths "Once people start reading this one, they won't be able to stop. It's like
crack, people. Awesome, delicious brain-crack that won't ruin your life." Books of the Dead Press "This is a GREAT
story!!" The Haunted Reading Room "Another awesome book by Weston Kincade - a paranormal coming-of-age mystery
page turner. I could not put it down [...] I promise you will not be disappointed with this one." Geeky Girl Reviews
Drawing from interviews with Malcolm X and the recollections of his friends and associates, the author illuminates the
struggles of the Black leader during his last years and the events surrounding his assassination
“A gentle, knowledgeable guide to a fate we all share” (The Washington Post): the first and only all-encompassing action
plan for the end of life. “There is nothing wrong with you for dying,” hospice physician B.J. Miller and journalist and
caregiver Shoshana Berger write in A Beginner’s Guide to the End. “Our ultimate purpose here isn’t so much to help
you die as it is to free up as much life as possible until you do.” Theirs is a clear-eyed and big-hearted action plan for
approaching the end of life, written to help readers feel more in control of an experience that so often seems anything but
controllable. Their book offers everything from step-by-step instructions for how to do your paperwork and navigate the
healthcare system to answers to questions you might be afraid to ask your doctor, like whether or not sex is still okay
when you’re sick. Get advice for how to break the news to your employer, whether to share old secrets with your family,
how to face friends who might not be as empathetic as you’d hoped, and how to talk to your children about your will.
(Don’t worry: if anyone gets snippy, it’ll likely be their spouses, not them.) There are also lessons for survivors, like how
to shut down a loved one’s social media accounts, clean out the house, and write a great eulogy. An honest, surprising,
and detail-oriented guide to the most universal of all experiences, A Beginner’s Guide to the End is “a book that every
family should have, the equivalent of Dr. Spock but for this other phase of life” (New York Times bestselling author Dr.
Abraham Verghese).
In a zany parody of the confessional memoir, the Grim Reaper tells his own story in an "autobiography" that describes his
suicide attempts, struggles with his sexuality, the addiction to life that nearly destroyed him, secrets about the afterlife,
and feelings about Adam and Eve, Hitler, Elvis, and others he has encountered during his long career. Original. 20,000
first printing.
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